In a December 1982 article in Fusion magazine, Krafft
Ehricke wrote that the authors of The Limits to Growth “compare the growth of mankind to the mindless and senseless
multiplication of lilies in a pond. I never considered mankind
a lily in a pond, senseless and mindless. . . .”
Ehricke, who had joined Helga Zepp-LaRouche as a
member of the Schiller Institute, counterposed to this depravity, the cultural outlook that had created all of the great ages of
mankind: “For me the development of the idea of space travel
was always the most logical and most noble consequence of
the Renaissance idea, which again placed man in an organic
and active relationship with his surrounding universe and
which perceived in the synthesis of knowledge and capabilities its highest ideals. . . . The concepts of ‘limit’ and ‘impossibility’ were each relegated to two clearly distinct regions,
namely the ‘limit’ of our present state of knowledge and the
‘impossibility’ of a process running counter to the well-understood laws of nature.”
To Ehricke, space exploration was not a line-item in the
Federal budget, but the transformation of the Earth from a
closed to an open system, where mankind’s creativity allows
no limits.
By the late 1960s, however, the fight had been virtually
lost. NASA would carry out the exploration of the Moon
through seven Apollo missions, but the final three would be
cancelled. The detailed plans, to build cities on the Moon, and
embark on the first manned mission to Mars by 1980, would
not be realized.
But that should not imply that the Apollo program had no

Who’s Behind Opposition
To the Space Program?
In its cultural warfare against the United States, the British
gamemasters have put a major emphasis on attempting to
sabotage the U.S. space program. Not in their own name, of
course. What you find instead is an insidious ideological attack on mankind’s ability to exercise his creativity in mastering the universe, oozing out of academic and other institutions, and attempting to smother the natural excitement
which Americans have characteristically shown for scientific achievement.
Two elements of this attack are mentioned by Marsha
Freeman in this article. First, the mobilization of Bertrand
Russell (a British Lord, after all, with a lengthy pedigree) to
turn the idea of a space program into a weapons program, in
Britain’s geopolitical plan for the post-FDR era. Second,
the role of the London Tavistock Institute, which specifically targetted the cultural optimism which blossomed under President Kennedy’s bold leadership for sending a man
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lasting legacy. The space program of the 1960s inspired two
generations of scientists and engineers, who chose their careers motivated by the optimism and excitement of participating in this new ocean of space. These scientists and engineers
went on to create not only the Space Age, but the myriad of
new technologies in agriculture, energy, medicine, communications, and industry which now provide the tools to start to
build up an underdeveloped world.
Every year, millions of Americans visit the National Air &
Space Museum in Washington. When asked why they come
there, they reply that it is because these accomplishments
“make them feel proud.” It is not the case that Americans “lost
interest” in the space program after Apollo; there was just not
the cultural optimism, the commitment of resources, or the
leadership on the highest level, to keep it going.
What is required to ensure that the second half-century of
the Space Age pushes forward on the frontiers, is a return to
first principles.

The Real Reasons for Space Exploration
In describing his plans for the creation of a city on the
Moon, where mankind would take up the task of moving human civilization into the cosmos, Krafft Ehricke stated: “Like
the giant cathedrals of the Middle Ages, Selenopolis will be
the work of many generations.” In a speech in Texas, on Jan.
19, 2007, NASA Administrator Mike Griffin expressed a similar view, in his explanation of the “Acceptable” versus the
“Real” reasons for space exploration.
Griffin began by saying that he is “convinced that if NASA

to the Moon. These corrosive ideas have then been taken up
by so-called American institutions, and used to destroy
even the idea of space exploration, which idea flows lawfully from man’s nature as a creative human being with responsibility for the universe.
A case in point is former Speaker of the House Newt
Gingrich, who avowed in a speech on Feb. 4, 1995 that
NASA should have been disbanded after the Apollo program. “I think they’d have been better off,” he said. EIR
exposed the British networks behind Gingrich and Company in a Jan. 12, 1996 feature, “Newt Gingrich Looks Into
the Future,” which included an exposé of “ ‘Anticipatory
Democracy’: Britain’s Tavistock Institute Brainwashed
Newt.”
But such instances are only indicative of the larger assault. In fact, it is British Liberal poison—in economics,
science, epistemology, and politics—which has been deliberately deployed to demoralize and render impotent the
United States, and to turn our country against its own proud
tradition. That is the enemy to identify, and defeat.
—Nancy Spannaus
EIR October 19, 2007

